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By Denzil Verardo

"SOONER OR LATER EACH VISITOR MEETS A RANGER...AND HE IS ONE OF THE KEY MEN
IN THE PARK SERVICE. HE IS THE VISITOR'S FRIEND. HE MEETS THE GUEST, SHOWS
HIM HOW TO REACH THE INTERESTING PLACES, WARNS HIM AGAINST FEEDING THE BEARS,
FINDS HIM WHEN HE IS LOST AND DEALS FIRMLY WITH HIM WHEN HE VIOLATES THE
REGULATIONS, WHICH ARE FEW AND REASONABLE."

This statement, made in 1958 by Conrad Wirth, then Director of the National
Park Service surraned up, until quite recently the image of the ranger-the

park law enforcement officer. Historically, the ranger's role in law enforce
ment has been a low-profile type of authority. The image that the ranger

projected was one of the dedicated resource-oriented individual, caring for
animals and "warning against feeding the bears."

The Hanna-Barbera image of the Ranger in Jellystone Park was both widespread

and, in its own way, admired. The development of this in.jge, historically,
is well-detailed. The ranger's uniform was developed from the time when

the military protected the parks. Rugged individuality was added to the
image when nearly all rangers were hired for their backcountry skills. Later
as parks grew in popularity, and when major environmental causes were still
not a critical level, the ranger did seem to spend as much of his time pro-

tecting the public from the bears as the bears from the public. The image

(

of the Park Ranger as a unique public servant protecting great outdoor areas

grew in a positive sense. One negative connotation that went along with
this generally positive image was that of a rather bumbling animal caretaker.
These images and impressions were created, and then developed at a time when
attendance in parks was low, and therefore, resource damage practically nil.
Crime in parks was inconsequential. In many respects, this image and the
times dictated the role of the ranger.

The, parks became more urban, and even the great wilderness of Yellowstone
and Yosemite became urban extensions of the people who visited them. New

urban parks were, and are, being created. Recreation areas became a large
portion of National and State Park holdings. "Parks" became "Parks and
Recreation." The terms "parks" and "recreation" became, if not synonymous,
at least closely associated and administratively similar. And the role of

the ranger began to change. In many respects, however, the image Mid not.
The "people pressures" currently in parks, brought about by both urbanization
and the recreation demands of a public with increasing leisure time, dictated

a role change more rapid than the ranger and the park administration were

prepared to cope with. Crime soared. Different crimes than had been experienced
previously in parks such as burglary, rape and assault increased and the ranger
had to deal with them. Caught unprepared, administrators and the individual
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